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4 ‘Claims.- (Cl; 102‘-—‘70i2) 

This invention relates- to- electrically operated contactor 
means for a projectile, said means comprising a de 
formable nose cap adapted to come into electrical. con 
tact with a similarly shaped electrically conducting shell 
positioned within the said nose cap. ' 

In heretofore known contactor means, the electrically 
conducting shell within the nose cap is shaped similarly 
to that of the nose cap, and the outer surface of said 
shell is spaced, at all portions thereof, a few millimeters 
from the inner surface of the nose cap, and the nose cap 
is.nsually fabricated from a light metal such as alu 
minum, thereby resulting in a relatively thin-walled, 
lightweight structure. Because of this nose-cap struc 
ture, projectiles having a ?ring means of this type are 
di?icult to handle without producing a permanent de 
formation in some portion of the nose cap due to its 
thin wall, and in the handling of such devices per 
manent deformations have frequently occurred in the 
nose cap, thereby leaving the so-deformed nose cap wall 
in short circuit with the said inner shell. Since there 
are always provided safety means for preventing the 
?ring of the projectile when there is electrical contact 
between the nose cap and the inner shell, the projectile 
is rendered useless by any deformation in the nose cap 
of the ?ring means, for, if there were no safety means, 
H1116 projectile would explode immediately upon ?ring the 
s ot. 

An object of this invention is to provide an elec 
trically operated contactor means for a projectile, said 
means comprising a nose cap fabricated of a material 
having an elastic memory, thereby enabling said nose 
cap to resume its original shape after having been sub 
jected to any shock tending to deform it, the inner sur 
face of said nose cap being electrically conducting for 
at least a portion thereof. 

Other objects and features will become apparent from 
the following detailed description which is not intended 
to be limiting but is here set forth to describe the pre 
ferred embodiments. 

Figure l is a view in section of an embodiment of the 
contactor means of my invention. 

Figures 2 and 3 are longitudinal sections of two ad 
ditional embodiments of my invention showing modi?ca 
tions of the head nose cap. 

Fig. 4 is a cross-section on the line IV—IV of Fig. 3. 
The contactor device shown in Fig. 1, comprises a 

paraboloidal shaped nose cap 1 of insulating synthetic 
resin, in the interior of said nose cap 1 is located a 
conducting part 2, also of insulating synthetic resin, 
and of which the relative position to the external nose 
cap is obtained by means of a ring 3 of insulating ma 
terial. 
The internal surface of the nose cap 1 is metal-coated, 

as is also the outer surface of the part 2. The material 
of which the nose cap 1 is constructed has a suf?cient 
elasticity or an elastic memory so as to return to its 
initial position after having been subjected to a defor 
mation, resulting from a shock, causing it to come into 
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contact with the inner part 2. In this manner, if in 
the course of manipulations, or handling, the nose cap 
1 receives, a shock or is crushed, it can resume its initial 
position by reason of its natural elasticity or its elastic 
memory, so that, at the moment of ?ring the shot, there 
15 not any‘ contact between the parts 1 and 2, and thus 
the projectile can function normally. 
When the part 2 is also of deformable synthetic resin 

and the. head of the projectile is subjected to a shock 
or crushing, the nose cap 1 and the part 2 can tem 
porarily be deformed. and then resume their initial po 
sition. However, the- part 2 may be of metal and suf 
?ciently solid so as to vresist shocks and crushing which 
may occur duringv manipulation, or handling, of“ the 
projectile by troops‘. 
The nose cap and the part 2 may also be of conduct‘ 

ing synthetic resin so that their internal and external 
surfaces, respectively, need not be metallized. 

Fig. 2 shows a second embodiment of the nose cap 
of the head of the projectile. Said latter nose cap is 
formed by a casing 4 of material having an elastic 
memory, comprising on its inner face a metal reinforce 
ment, comprising a coiled spring 5 conforming with the 
inner surface or face of the nose cap. 

In the embodiment of Figs. 3 and 4, the nose cap 1 
is paraboloidal shaped and is provided with longitudinal 
internal ribs 6. As shown in Fig. 4, each of the ribs 
6 has a groove with which a steel Wire 7 partially en 
gages. Said steel wires form a metal reinforcement 
forming the conducting parts of the internal surface of 
the nose cap and are adapted to close the electric contact 
with the inner part 2. 
The upper and lower ends of the steel wires '7 are bent 

and embedded in the material of the nose cap 1, as 
shown in Fig. 3. Near their lower end the Wires 7 are 
in contact with a conducting ring 8, in the interior of 
which is located an insulating ring 9, adapted to hold 
the internal part 2 (not shown in Fig. 3) in position. 
The ring 8 is for the purpose of placing all the Wires 7 
in electrical connection with a part of the ignition cir 
cuit of the projectile. 
The nose cap 1 and, if desired, the internal part 2 

may, for example, be of polyethylene. Said parts may, 
meanwhile, be provided of other elastic material, for 
example of rubber, or may even be constituted of a 
thin sheet of steel. However, in the latter case, the pro 
duction of the article would be relatively complicated. 
As clearly shown, the electrical ?ring circuit includes 

the connecting wires 100, the electric primer or detonator 
102, and the electric battery 104. 

I claim: 
1. An electrical contactor device for a projectile, com 

prising, in combination, a nose cap and an electrically 
conducting shell positioned within said nose cap and 
away from said nose cap, said nose cap being formed 
of an insulating synthetic material having an elastic 
memory, a metal coating on the inner surface of said 
nose cap, the outer surface of said shell being spaced 
from said metal coating, and an electrical ?ring circuit 
connected to said metal coating and to said shell, whereby 
said nose cap will resume its original shape after hav 
ing been subjected to a shock causing a deformation in 
being handled and whereby the metal coating will elec 
trically contact the outer surface of said shell at the 
moment the projectile will hit the target to complete the 
electrical ?ring circuit. 

2. An electrical contactor device for a projectile, com~ 
prising, in combination, a nose cap‘ and an electrically 
conducting'shell within and away from said nose cap, 
said nose cap being formed of an insulating synthetic 
material having an elastic memory, a metal reinforce 
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"ment on the inner surface of said nose'eap', said'metal 
reinforcement‘ being a‘ coiled ‘spring contacting the inner 
‘surface of said nose cap,‘ said metal reinforcement being 
‘spacedfrom the outer surface‘ of ‘said shell, ‘and an I 

= electrical ?ring circuit connected to- said metal rein 
' forcement' of said nose cap and to said shell, whereby‘ 
- said nose cap will resume its original shape after having 
been subjected ‘to ‘a shock- causing. a deformation. in 
being handled'and whereby said. metal reinforcementiwill' 
electrically contact the outer surface of. said shell at 

- I the moment the projectile will hit the targetto complete 
the electrical'?ring circuit. ' ~ ' ' - ‘ ' 
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3. An electrical contactor device for a- projectile, corn- ' - 
prising, in combination, :a paraboloidally shaped _ nose ' 
cap having a plurality ‘of circumferentially spaced ribs‘ 

~ - I on its inner surface‘ and‘ an electricallyi conducting shell. 
= ‘positioned within and‘ awaytrorn said nose cap, said’ ' 

. nose ‘cap; being formed, of. a material having an elastic - , - , - . 

memory, the ‘outer surface of said shell being spaced 
‘ ~ ' ' from the‘ inner surface ofsaid - nose cap, said nose cap 

I Being electrically conducting atsaidribs, and‘ an‘ elec- ' t ' - 

4 
'trical ?ring circuit connected to said nose cap and to said, - ' - 
shell, whereby said. nose cap willresume its original’ 
shape after‘having been subjected to a shock causing a 

' deformation in being handled and whereby the inner- - 
a surface of said nose cap will electrically-contact the 
‘outer surfaceof-saidshell at the moment the projectile , 

- will hit the target to complete the electrical ?ring circuit. . ‘ ' 
4. The electrical contactor device of clairn'3 wherein . . 

' each of the pluralityof ribs has alongitudinal steel wire 
positioned therein. ' 
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